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Notorious is available to perform as a duo:
Eden MacAdam-Somer - fiddle/vocals: www.fiddlegarden.net
Larry Unger - guitar/banjo: www.larryunger.net
As a trio, adding:
Sam Bartlett - mandolin: www.sambartlett.com
As a quartet, adding:
Mark Hellenberg – percussion/banjo uke

NOTORIOUS duo
at the Coffee Gallery Backstage
Lauded as "sparkling" and "exhilarating", Notorious musicians Eden MacAdamSomer and Larry Unger return to the Coffee Gallery Backstage on their third west-coast
tour. If you haven't heard them yet, it won't take you four beats to realize that this isn't
just any ordinary folk band. Sweet vocals and virtuosic fiddling coupled with driving
rhythm and snappy guitar solos make for a thrilling musical experience in genres that
span many continents. Declared “guitar genius” by Sing Out Magazine, Unger combines
talent with exciting and versatile young violinist Eden MacAdam-Somer whose classical
and jazz background merges with Larry's driving style to push the envelope towards
swing, blues and Gypsy modes. Come see how many ways they can “metamorphosize 64
beats!”

NOTORIOUS trio
at the Wheatland Traditional Arts Festival
Lauded as "sparkling" and "exhilarating", Notorious musicians Eden MacAdamSomer, Larry Unger, and Sam Bartlett return to the Wheatland Traditional Arts Festival
for another incredible weekend of music and dance. If you haven't heard them yet, it
won't take you four beats to realize that this isn't just any ordinary folk band. Sweet
vocals and virtuosic fiddling coupled with driving rhythm and snappy guitar solos make
for a thrilling musical experience in genres that span many continents. Declared “guitar
genius” by Sing Out Magazine, Unger joins with “rabid” mandolinist Sam Bartlett and
“demon fiddler” Eden MacAdam-Somer to push the envelope towards swing, blues and
Gypsy modes. Come see how many ways they can “metamorphosize 64 beats!”

NOTORIOUS quartet
at the Lake Eden Arts Festival

Lauded as "sparkling" and "exhilarating” Notorious musicians Eden MacAdamSomer, Larry Unger, Sam Bartlett, and Mark Hellenberg return to the LEAF festival for
another incredible weekend of music and dance. If you haven't heard them yet, it won't
take you four beats to realize that this isn't just any ordinary folk band. Sweet vocals and
virtuosic fiddling coupled with driving rhythm and snappy guitar solos make for a
thrilling musical experience in genres that span many continents. Declared “guitar
genius” by Sing Out Magazine, Unger joins with “rabid” mandolinist Sam Bartlett,
“demon fiddler” Eden MacAdam-Somer, and wild percussionist Mark Hellenberg to push
the envelope towards swing, blues and Gypsy modes. Come see how many ways they can
“metamorphosize 64 beats!”
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